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I BET YOU THE HOTTEST TOPIC OF THIS CLASS IS CLIMATE CHANGE



KEY CONCEPTS
� What is global climate change? 
� What are some causes of climate change  
� What are some evidences of climate change 
� What are some impacts climate change
� What are some solutions of climate change?
� What is the difference between global warming and 

climate change?
� What is greenhouse effect?



Before we start what do you know about         
climate change?



What is Global Climate Change?
� Climate change is an increase in average global 

temperatures. Natural events and human activities are 
contributing to an increase in average global 
temperatures. This is caused primarily by increases in 
greenhouse gases such as Carbon Dioxide (CO2).

� Through increasing heat in the world glaciers have 
been melting way faster than it used to.



Save the earth it our only  
source of chocolate. 



EVIDENCES OF CLIMATE CHANGE
� There are many evidences of climate change even 

though some people still ignoring it. 
� According to meteorologists global temperature has 

been rising since 1880 
� Shrinking ice sheets is another evidence of climate 

change.
� Arctic sea ice declined both extent and thickness ways.
� Glacier are retreating almost everywhere in the world 

that includes Alps and Himalayas.





CAUSES OF CLIMATE CHANGE
� The major cause of climate is greenhouse effect. 

Greenhouse gases hold the heat in the world that 
comes from the sun.

� Human activity is another cause to climate change. 
The industrial activities that our modern civilization 
depends upon have raised atmospheric carbon dioxide 
levels from 280 parts per million to 379 parts per 
million in the last 150 years.

� Solar irradiance could be a reason for climate change 
because obviously the heat that melts glaciers is 
coming from the sun. 



SAVE ONE OF THE 
CANADA’S SYMBOLS



EFFECTS OF CLIMATE CHANGE
� Scientists think that some events happening because 

of climate change, some of the events are:
� Loss of sea ice, 
� Accelerated sea level rise and longer,
� More intense heat waves.
� Glaciers have shrunk,
� Ice on rivers and lakes is breaking up earlier 
� Plant and animal ranges have shifted and trees are 

flowering sooner.
� Many animal and plant species are in danger.





SOLUTIONS TO REDUCE CLIMATE 
CHANGE EFFECTS

� There are many easy solutions to reduce climate change 
effects some of them are.

� Using public transport to reduce your greenhouse gas 
emission level.

� Saving energy by using electricity thrifty and choose 
renewable power.

� Getting informed about climate change and learning more 
to contribute more.

� Voting and supporting climate change fighters this person 
can be politician or NGO member.

� WWF, NASA, and Greenpeace are foundations that 
observes and make contributions against climate change.



What is the difference between global 
warming and global climate change
� Don’t be confused between these two terms.
� Within scientific journals, global warming refers to 

surface temperature increases while climate
change includes global warming and everything else 
that increasing greenhouse gas levels will affect.





What is Green house effect
� The greenhouse effect is the way in which heat is 

trapped close to the surface of the Earth by 
“greenhouse gases”. 

� These heat-trapping gases can be thought of as a 
blanket wrapped around the Earth, which keeps it 
toastier than it would be without them. 

� Greenhouse gases include carbon dioxide, methane 
and nitrous oxides.





VIDEO
� https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zpu7IZcdzXE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zpu7IZcdzXE


A game
� Students throw a ball to each other and whoever 

catches the ball he will say one of the evidences, 
causes, effects or solutions of climate change if he can’t 
say it in 3 seconds he will drink salty hot water. 





Something to read
� Find an article





Brain storming on paper
� WRITE WORDS THAT COME TO YOUR MIND 

WHEN YOU HEAR ABOUT CLIMATE CHANGE.



PLEASE DO NOT MELT YOUR BRAINS 
``DURING THE BRAIN STORMING



Thank you for listening.



5 TEST QUESTIONS
� 1- Write 3 evidences that prove global climate change is 

really happening.
� 2- Write 3 solutions that decrease the impacts of 

climate change.
� 3- What is greenhouse effect? shortly explain.
� 4- Write a foundation that fights against global climate 

change
� 5- Shortly write what you have learned from this 

presentation and what actions will you take.



Questions’ answers
1- � Rising temperatures  

� Shrinking ice sheets
� Retreating glaciers 
� Or many other answers.



� 2- Using public transport.
� Using renewable power.
� Using energy thoughtfully.
� Or many other answers.



� 3-Green house effect is holding heat in the world 
through greenhouse gas clouds. 



� 4 WWF, NASA, or Greenpeace 



� Depends on who answers it.



references
� NASA


